Minutes of the second meeting of the committee constituted to recommend guidelines to the Institute for implementing provisions of COTPA Act 2003

The committee constituted by competent authority met on 28.3.2016 at 4.00 pm in Room No. FB- 212. Following were present:

1. Prof. Onkar Dikshit  Chairman
2. Prof. Sudhir Misra  PIC (Admin.), Member
3. Prof. Debopam Das  Member
4. Prof. Shalabh  Member
5. Prof. Braj Bhushan  Member
6. Mr. Munish Malik  Nominee of CEMMC
7. Dr. V.P. Singh  Member
8. Dr. Mamta Vyas  Head, Health Centre
9. Mr. Ramanuj Katiyar  ISCC Member
10. Mr. Ashutosh Ranka  President, Students Gymkhana
11. Prof. Samit Ray Chaudhuri  Special Invitee

1. Minutes of the first meeting were confirmed with modifications as suggested by members.

Further, on the basis of detailed deliberations, the committee made following recommendations:

2. Additional locations of DSRs were suggested which can be near MT section, cycle stand near library/faculty building, new SAC, professional night ground, Hall I tennis court. All proposed locations of DSRs may be arranged in order or priority and their construction may be taken up in a phased manner.
3. The Head, Health Centre has suggested that Dr. should coordinate/ 
coordinating with the city administration on behalf of Indian Institute of Technology 
Kanpur on all matters related to implementation of COTPA act in the Institute.

4. It was suggested to include a signage for “NO SPITTING” along with the signage of 
“NO SMOKING”
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Submitted for kind perusal & approval fl.

Onkar 2.4.16

Minutes of both the meetings may be uploaded on DOLP site, once they are approved.

Deputy Director  29.4.16

Approved  29.4.16